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Research Tells Us 

Students who write become better: 

• readers 

• writers 

• thinkers. 

 



Research Tells Us 

Writing involves: 

• active construction of text (or symbols) to 
communicate meaning 

• mental engagement 

• independent attempts. 

 



Research Tells Us 

Effective writing instruction includes:  

• systematic instruction (e.g., ten-minute mini 
lessons, 1-3x per week). 

 



Research Tells Us: 

Effective writing instruction include:  

• daily opportunities to explore and practice 
writing to communicate without the 
constraints of having to “be correct”. 

 



Research Tells Us 

Writing is NOT… 

• Copying and tracing 

̶ these are fine motor tasks that do not 
necessarily facilitate the process of writing 

• Chunked messages 

̶ using a name stamp is a matching task 

̶ pressing a button for a pre-stored message 
is a starting place not a product of writing 



Research Tells Us 

Emergent writing is: 

• using symbols, words or drawings to 
communicate 

• scribbling with the alphabet 

• practicing forms of writing (e.g., notes, 
poems, signs).  

 



Research Tells Us 

Scribbling is an important form of writing for all 
students, including students with significant 
disabilities. 

 



Beyond the Research 

If scribbling is important... 

How do we create similar exploratory experiences 
for students with physical disabilities?  

 



Research Tells Us 

It  is important to attribute meaning to 
student’s attempts at writing. 

̶ We do this naturally with young typically- 
developing children when they begin to 
scribble. 



Research Tells Us 

Informative or descriptive feedback is important for 
helping students understand the how of writing. 

 

 

• “I see some letters from your name. Let’s find them.”  

• “Point to one of your letters. Let’s see if it is in someone’s 
name.” 

• “You have a lot of “c”s in your writing.” 

• “Let’s see if we can write some more words with some of 
your letters.”  

(Erickson & Hanser, 2010) 

 



Research Tells Us 

On-going assessment provides a starting point for 
effective instruction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See Emerging Literacy Behaviour checklist at: 
http://abliteracyforall.wikispaces.com/Teaching+Resources  

http://abliteracyforall.wikispaces.com/Teaching+Resources
http://abliteracyforall.wikispaces.com/Teaching+Resources
http://abliteracyforall.wikispaces.com/Teaching+Resources


Ten Authentic Writing Tasks 

1. Photo captions 
2. Picture prompts 
3. Language experience charts 
4. Sentence frames 
5. Favourite lists 
6. Rewriting predictable story patterns 
7. Customized digital books 
8. Thank you cards 
9. Weekend words 
10.Remnant books 



Ten Authentic Writing Tasks 

#1: Photo captions 

• Use photos that are meaningful to students. 

• Create opportunities for them to write 
about what they know. 

 



Ten Authentic Writing Tasks 

#2: Picture prompts 

 



Ten Authentic Writing Tasks 

#3: Language Experience Chart 

1. Choose an experience. 

2. Discuss. 

3. Write down the story as students dictate it. 

4. Read aloud. Reread. Illustrate. Reread. 

Our Trip to the Calgary Zoo 
 
 
 



#4. Sentence Frames 

At school I like to _______________. 

At home I like to _______________. 

 

At school I do NOT like to ______________. 

At home I do NOT like to ______________. 

Ten Authentic Writing Tasks 



#5. Favourite Lists 

• Give Me 5 

– Books you like to read 

– Food you like to eat 

– People you like to have fun with 

 

 

Ten Authentic Writing Tasks 



#6. Rewriting Predictable Story Patterns 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Look for story models with:  

rhyme, rhythm, repetition, predictability 

Ten Authentic Writing Tasks 



#7: Customizing Digital Books 

 

Ten Authentic Writing Tasks 

http://www.grasshopperapps.com/apps/i-like/  

http://tarheelreader.org/  

See Literacy for All wiki for more ideas for Creating and Adapting Books 

http://www.grasshopperapps.com/apps/i-like/
http://www.grasshopperapps.com/apps/i-like/
http://www.grasshopperapps.com/apps/i-like/
http://www.grasshopperapps.com/apps/i-like/
http://tarheelreader.org/
http://tarheelreader.org/
http://abliteracyforall.wikispaces.com/


#8. Thank You Cards 

Ten Authentic Writing Tasks 



#9. Weekend Words 

• Parents send a list of key words to school each 
Monday about their child’s life at home. 

• Students can use these words in their writing 
throughout the week. 

 

Ten Authentic Writing Tasks 

Kayla’s Weekend 
 

• snow 
• shovel 
• snow angels 
• white rabbit 
• ravine 
• walk  
• lost mitten 



#10. Remnant Books 
1. Individual students collect artifacts (e.g., ticket stubs, 

programs, photos, labels, mementos)– both at home, at school 
and in the community. 

2. Include written text to explain the meaning of the remnant. 

3. Students can choose item from their remnant book to write 
about (and include as part of their text). 

 

Ten Authentic Writing Tasks 



“Alternative Pencils” 

• For students who cannot independently use 
conventional writing tools (i.e., a pencil), we 
must consider alternatives. 

• An “alternate pencil” creates opportunities for 
the student to participate in the writing 
experience. 

 



“Alternative pencils” should NOT: 

• change the fundamental nature of the activity 

• make the activity more difficult 

• make the activity less desirable for the student. 

“Alternative Pencils” 



“Alternative Pencils” 

Students need opportunities to see other 
people modelling the use of their “alternative 
pencil” in meaningful ways. 

 



• Can reduce the tasks demands of print 

“Alternative Pencils” 



See Literacy for All 
video “Structured 
Writing” to see an 
example of how 
scribing can be an 
“alternate pencil” 

“Alternative Pencils” 

http://inclusiveeducationpdresources.ca/literacy/videos.php#3  

http://inclusiveeducationpdrevsources.ca/literacy/videos.php
http://inclusiveeducationpdresources.ca/literacy/videos.php
http://inclusiveeducationpdresources.ca/literacy/videos.php


• Can provide visual or graphics as alternatives 
to letters of the alphabet 

“Alternative Pencils” 

representation  
or  

symbol 

drawing photo 



• Can provide motivation! 

“Alternative Pencils” 



Meaningful Repetition 

• Children from literate homes hear their 
favourite books 200 – 400 times. 

• Learning a new task requires 1000s of 
repetitions with variation. 

– Dr. Caroline Musselwhite 



Meaningful Repetition - Reread 

• Read 

• Re-read 

• Listen to someone else read 



Meaningful Repetition – Reorder 

• Play with words 

̶ Cut sentences into pieces and re-assemble 
words 



Meaningful Repetition – Revise/Edit 

• For beginning writers, revising and editing is 
simply adding more words. 

BIRDS OWIE HERTS 

• Use open-ended questions to encourage 
students to add new ideas. 

BIRDS OWIE HERTS 

ARROW IN THE BIRD 

BOY IS SADE 

(adapted from Children with Disabilities: Reading and Writing the Four-Block Way, p. 91) 



Meaningful Repetition – Publish and Share 

• Publishing and sharing writing products give 
students opportunities to work on real tasks 
to share with real audiences. 



Final Words 

“It is important to engage WITH students in the 
writing process; NOT to write for them.” 

—Dr. Caroline Musselwhite 

 

 

“Children learn when they are actively engaged. 
WRITE from the start.” 

—Writing with Alternative Pencils  

Centre for Disabilities Studies 
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